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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET NO. 06-0179 2 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY 3 

OF 4 

GEOFFREY M. JONES 5 

I. Witness Identification 6 

Q1. Please state your name and business address. 7 

A. Geoffrey M. Jones. 8 

Q2. Are you the same Geoffrey Jones who provided Direct Testimony in this proceeding? 9 

A. Yes. 10 

Q3. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 11 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the Direct Testimony of Staff of the 12 

Illinois Commerce Commission ("Staff") and Interveners. 13 

II. Response to Staff  14 

Q4. With regard to Mr. Ronald Linkenback's testimony, pages 6-7, regarding permits 15 

and approvals, do you agree with his conclusions? 16 

A. Yes. 17 

Q5. With regard to Mr. Linkenback's testimony, pages 29-30, regarding eminent domain 18 

authority, do you agree with his conclusion that eminent domain authority should be 19 

granted? 20 

A. Yes. 21 

III. Response to Interveners 22 

Q6. Please describe generally how you will respond to the testimony and statements of 23 

position filed by the Interveners in this case. 24 
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A. Many of the Interveners raise similar issues.  Therefore, where an issue is presented that is 25 

common to a number of Interveners; I will address that issue generally.  Where an 26 

Intervener has raised individual concerns, I will address those issues on an Intervener-27 

specific basis.  28 

Property Values 29 

Q7. Many Interveners express concern about the impact of the proposed Transmission 30 

Lines on property values.  What is your opinion on the possible impact on property 31 

values? 32 

A. To begin with, I do not believe that the issue of property values, whether in general or as it 33 

relates to specific properties, is really appropriate to consider in this proceeding, as the 34 

property value questions do not relate to the necessity for the Transmission Lines or the 35 

other criteria governing the approval of the Petition in this proceeding.  However, many 36 

Interveners have raised these issues, and so I will address them here.  A transmission 37 

line’s impact upon property values is dependent upon, among other things, the unique 38 

characteristics of each parcel of real estate and the attitudes and opinions of potential 39 

buyers in a particular market.  With respect to the applicability of broad studies (of value 40 

impact) to an individual property, these studies' conclusions are disparate, and I question 41 

their applicability to the specific circumstances of this case.  Rather, I agree that, as stated 42 

on lines 3 and 4 in the second paragraph of the “Fact Sheet Property Values”, which is 43 

Exhibit 6A3 to Mr. Leo Fulton Jr.’s testimony, “…The conclusions of these studies have 44 

varied widely, with some reporting no effects, others finding small effects and still others 45 

reporting substantial effects.”   This supports my conclusion that impact upon value is 46 

variable by individual properties.   47 
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 However, Ameren does recognize that there may be impact upon a property’s 48 

value by virtue of placement of a transmission line on that property.  As a result it is 49 

Ameren’s intent to fairly compensate affected landowners for that impact so that, after the 50 

line is constructed, there is no impact upon property value beyond the compensation paid 51 

by Ameren.  I believe it is appropriate to point out that an AmerenIP affiliate, AmerenUE, 52 

had a study performed by an expert appraisal firm American Appraisal Associates in 53 

conjunction with Real Estate Counseling Group of Connecticut regarding transmission 54 

line impact upon property values for the McClay transmission line in Missouri.  That 55 

study was completed in March of 1997.  The conclusions of that study support that there 56 

were no impacts upon property value beyond those for which Ameren compensated. 57 

Compensation 58 

Q8. Certain landowners are also concerned about how they will be compensated for 59 

transmission line elements on their property.  Can you describe the compensation 60 

process? 61 

A. Again, while not relevant to this proceeding, the compensation process begins once a 62 

landowner executes an option for easement or easement.  Payment in the form of a check 63 

is made directly at the time of providing an executed option for easement or easement to 64 

Ameren.  Upon completion of construction, Ameren representatives will also assess and 65 

repair or compensate landowners for damages that may result from transmission line 66 

construction activities.  This would include damages to crops, soil, fences and other 67 

property as the case may be. 68 

Q9. How is the amount of compensation determined? 69 

A. Ameren determines its offering of easement compensation by the following processes: 70 
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First, the types of properties proposed to be crossed by the transmission line are identified 71 

and categorized.  These property types or categories for this project are agricultural, rural 72 

recreational / timber, rural commercial, rural residential, and rural land development. 73 

Values of ranges of property within these categories are determined by an examination of 74 

actual sales of real estate of similar type within the project area and a representative value 75 

is chosen from that range, typically from the upper range of values. 76 

 Those representative values are applied to the area within the proposed easement 77 

and multiplied by a factor of 0.75 for arriving at the offer for an easement.  Additionally, 78 

10% of that easement offer is offered for an option to purchase that easement at a later 79 

date.  The 0.75 factor represents recognition of the fact that the rights conveyed are 80 

easement rights for a specific purpose (the transmission lines) and does not represent the 81 

full fee value of the easement land.  The landowner retains all other property rights.  It is 82 

recognized that the easement restricts such rights as building placement and certain other 83 

uses.  It is also recognized that uses such as farming, access and other uses that do not 84 

conflict with the transmission line rights remain with the landowner. 85 

Additional or non-typical factors that are specific to each individual property and have 86 

value impact would be added to the offer as determined above. 87 

Q10. Some Interveners have asserted that the amount of compensation offered is less than 88 

the value of their land.  Can you address this assertion? 89 

A. Yes.  First of all, as explained above, our offer, barring specific atypical circumstances, is 90 

intended to be a percentage (75%) of the value of the land within the easement strip based 91 

upon the concept of shared uses and rights.  Secondly, if opinions of value of the 92 

underlying land differ, Ameren will consider evidence for differing value opinions if they 93 

can be substantiated by accepted valuation methodology. 94 
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Q11. Other Interveners have asserted the value of their property will decline by as much 95 

as 40%.  Is there any basis for this conclusion? 96 

A. AmerenIP is not aware of any basis for this conclusion.  As stated above, Ameren does 97 

not believe that there are impacts on property values beyond what it compensates for.  98 

Q12. Certain Interveners are also concerned about compensation for damage to crops and 99 

property during line construction and maintenance.  Can you address these concerns 100 

and describe how landowners will be compensated for any damage? 101 

A. AmerenIP is responsible for the payment of damages to crops and the restoration of the 102 

property of landowners and tenants.  In addition, AmerenIP and the Illinois Department of 103 

Agriculture have executed an Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement which details the 104 

construction standards and property restoration policies that AmerenIP has agreed to 105 

follow.    106 

Q13. Other Interveners have stated that their property is part of the CRP Forestry 107 

Program.  Has Ameren dealt with similar situations before? 108 

A. Yes, Ameren has dealt with similar situations, but not specifically the Forestry program.  109 

As stated above, Ameren is responsible for damages resulting from the construction of the 110 

electric transmission line.  This would include property that is part of the CRP Forestry 111 

Program.  AmerenIP would work with any impacted landowners and the agency that 112 

oversees the CRP program to ensure that the landowners are kept whole.  113 
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Impacts on the Environment and Natural Resources 114 

Q14. Certain Interveners also assert that the proposed Transmission Lines will adversely 115 

impact forested areas, open lands, wildlife and other natural resources.  Has Ameren 116 

addressed these concerns? 117 

A. Ameren is addressing these concerns via consultation with the governmental agencies 118 

responsible for protection of these natural resources and compliance with their applicable 119 

rules and regulations.  The Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Illinois Nature 120 

Preserve Commission, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Agency, 121 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency and the 122 

Illinois Department of Agriculture are all agencies with which Ameren is consulting 123 

regarding regulations and requirements designed for natural resource protection.  It is 124 

Ameren's intent to comply with any applicable requirements imposed by these agencies 125 

with respect to the proposed Transmission Lines.  Notably, these agencies, and not the 126 

Commission, will ensure compliance with the rules and regulations that fall within their 127 

jurisdiction. 128 

Response to Dynegy Witness Mr. Gregory Mason 129 

Q15. Dynegy Witness Mason (pages 7-8) expresses concern about Ameren's compliance 130 

with certain easement agreement between Dynegy and AmerenIP.  What is your 131 

response? 132 

A. At the outset, we do not believe the enforcement of private property rights between parties 133 

is something of concern to the Commission, and that Dynegy has wrongly interjected this 134 

issue in this proceeding.  Nonetheless, Ameren intends to comply fully with the terms of 135 

the easement agreement for the facilities covered by that agreement. At Dynegy’s specific 136 

request at the time of making the agreement, future facilities which will be neither 137 
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changes to existing facilities nor located within the areas covered by the easement 138 

agreement were excluded from the agreement. Ameren is, however, amenable to 139 

discussing all of Dynegy’s concerns,  mitigating impacts to Dynegy caused by the 140 

proposed project, and reaching agreement to keep Dynegy whole within the context of 141 

normal business parameters.  142 

Response to Mr. Michael Sabo 143 

Q16. Mr. Sabo's supplemental testimony, ¶ 14, expresses concern about the impact of the 144 

Transmission Lines on Indiana bat habitat.  Please respond. 145 

A. As discussed above, AmerenIP is coordinating with and seeking approval from the 146 

governmental agencies (the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Illinois Department of 147 

Natural Resources) responsible for protecting the Indiana bat as an endangered species 148 

and will comply with all of their requirements regarding protection of the Indiana bat. 149 

Q17. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 150 

A. Yes. 151 


